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“Cosmetic and reconstructive dentistry is a blend of many

concepts and skills, requiring specific training along with hav-

ing an artistic, imaginative eye. Patients find their new smiles

empowering, giving them added confidence personally, socially,

and in business settings, “ says Dr. Henry. 

Dr. Henry also credits his dedicated team for creating a trusting,

comfortable relationship with his patients. Orieen, his office

manager, says, “The guiding principle of the practice has always

been the ‘Golden Rule’. We take pride in treating our patients the

way we all would like to be treated.”

Dr. Henry’s passion for smile makeovers led him to his interest

in neuromuscular TMJ treatment. Many of his patients not only

suffered with worn, broken-down smiles but also experienced

debilitating headaches, facial pain and ear congestion.

Neuromuscular TMJ treatment can eliminate a variety of these

symptoms and reduce dependence on pain relievers. This

allows Dr. Henry to create the beautiful pain free smile the

patient has always wanted. Dr. Henry’s patient Kathy had visited

numerous doctors and dentists over 23 years for her facial pain.

“I told her that by restoring her mouth with neuromuscular

techniques, I thought she would be able to bite an apple again

without pain.” To show her incredible appreciation, Kathy now

sends Dr. Henry a basket of fruit every month. “She tells me

that she is so delighted that she thinks of me whenever she eats

an apple.” he says. 714-385-1672 or newbeauty.com/henry.
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empowering smiles
Why not see a cosmetic dentist who also trains other dentists to perform the latest cosmetic
procedures? Dr. Henry’s position as a clinical instructor at the Las Vegas Institute for
Advanced Dental Studies (LVI) puts him in a unique position to deliver the smile makeovers
that his patients desire. 

O R A N G E C A L I F O R N I A

DR. JOSEPH J. HENRY
WHY DID YOU BECOME A DENTIST

It is truly gratifying to see how exceptional

cosmetic dentistry impacts a person’s life

in so many dramatic ways. I love being a

key part of that WHAT ONE LIFESTYLE

CHANGE COULD MOST BENEFIT OUR

HEALTH Reducing stress is important.

Stress affects all parts of the body,

including the teeth and jaws. It is impor-

tant to strive for a balance in your life of

work, play and some type of spirituality

HOBBIES Participating in my children’s

school and athletic activities. I also enjoy

music, traveling, and teaching at LVI

FRAMED PHOTOS ON YOUR DESK

Include my wife and children. I have

been married for 17 years and have four

children ages 15, 13, 11 and 8

ASK DR.  HENRY
Q: HOW HAS BEING A CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR AT LVI AFFECTED YOUR PERSPECTIVE ON DENTISTRY?

A: As a clinical instructor, I am privileged to be in the forefront of cosmetic and neuromuscular dental education.

It is an incredible opportunity to be associated with so many of the leaders in the field of dentistry. It is a

humbling reminder that we must never stop learning. I am quite enthusiastic and passionate about sharing

my experiences with other dentists and love to see the excitement in their eyes as they complete their

coursework at LVI. My association with LVI exposes me to cutting-edge technology and procedures that I can

take back with me to my practice. This, of course, benefits my patients immediately.
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